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In keeping with our usual practice, let us agree to simplify the symbolization
of this conditional to

(M) Vi —›

Suppose that (M) is in fact false; hence,

(12) 00+Zo"07"[M,1

Suppose furthermore that, as the Maverick alleges, (M) is not false prevoli-
tionally. In other words, suppose that there is some act of will W"which God
had the power to perform such that, had he performed it, then (M) would
have been true. So, not only is (12) true, but

(i3) S --4 ,Zn"—4 Wi)

is true as well. Now, had W"been actualized by God, either W"itself would
have been God's creative act of will or it would have been part of that act.
So, for some creative act of will Z—/

As we have seen, this commits him to saying that a more complex counter-
factual—a counterfactual with a counterfactual consequent—is also true. If
znoy"counterfactual were also, though true, such that its truth was up to God,
then the Maverick would be saying that an even more complex counterfac-
tual—a counterfactual whose consequent is the negation of a counterfactual
with a counterfactual consequent—would also be true. As should be clear,
there would be no plausible place to stop this regress of counterfactuals. As
should also be clear, the regress generated would indeed be a vicious one. For
God would have, so to speak, no firm prevolitional ground to stand on. He
could render one counterfactual true or false only by strongly actualizing a
certain state of affairs; but the fact that that state of affairs °u{rj"render that
counterfactual true or false would not be a matter which was settled, but one
which depended on some vxoux"divine decision. Since one can't, I take it,
plausibly think of every divine decision of this kind as depending upon a
distinct and prior decision, the Maverick would presumably want to avoid
the regress. And so, I think, we have to view (i6) as a prevolitional truth.

Of course, even if (12) is true, it isn't (according to the Maverick) true
prevolitionally; rather, it is true as a result of some divine activity. So there is
some state of affairs Z"which God had the power to actualize such that, were
he to actualize Z/"(12) would be true; that is,

( I 4) S Vx 
,4:- Z ZM"07"Wi ).

and

(is) Z— W1

From (i4), (is), and (13) it follows that

(16) Z— +Zo Wi). 65

So, the Maverick Molinist is committed to saying that (16) is true as well. 66

Is (16) to be thought of as prevolitional? I think so. For if it isn't, then the
Maverick seems to be trotting down a vicious infinite regress. The Maverick
begins by saying that a simple counterfactual such as (M) is not prevolitional.

65 The inferential principle being employed here is Nm",_"111C"`-0",`"-4 _-"huk",`"-4 a-0"{olu
,_"—C"a-2

6 ' As Thomas Williams pointed out to me, this argument could be streamlined if we simply
stipulated at the start that X"is the largest state of affairs God strongly actualizes. While most
Mavericks would probably see this stipulation as unobjectionable, the less discerning among
their number might ask why they should be expected to accept it. Hence, I decided to leave
the argument in this slightly more complicated but more clearly demonstrative form.

Now, just as (16) follows from (13), so it would follow from (17) that, for
some creative act of will Zz"which God has the power to perform,

( I 8) Vz 07"00 (Vi Wi ).

And since the reasons given for thinking that (16) is prevolitionally true would
hold here as well, it follows that the Maverick is committed to thinking of
(i8) as prevolitional.

If (16) and (z8) are both prevolitional, then it would seem that the Maverick
can indeed say that the truth of (M) was up to God. He could have chosen
Z—"as his complete creative action, and had he done so, (M) would have been
true. On the other hand, it was open to him to choose Zz"instead, and had
he so chosen, (M) would have been false.

Note, though, that there is no reason to think of Z—"and Zz"as exhausting
God's creative options. Presumably there are other creative acts of will God
could have strongly actualized. And, presumably, the Maverick will want to
say that some of these are such that (M) would have been true had he actu-
alized them, and others such that it would have been false. Indeed, it is hard
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to see how any creative act of will God might possibly have performed could
fail to fall into one or the other of these categories. After all, the whole point
of Maverick Molinism is not that counterfactuals of world-actualization lack
truth values, but rather that their truth values are consequent upon God's
creative action. Hence, it would seem that any such action must counterfac-
tually imply either the truth or the falsity of any such counterfactual.

So the creative acts of will within God's power are of two types relative
to (M). Some are what we might call (M)-actions; these are actions, such as
actualizing Z—/"which would have resulted in (M)'s being true. Others, such
as Zz/"are what we might call —(M)-actions—actions which would have
resulted in (M)'s being false. And, for the reasons already sketched in con-
nection with (16) and (r8), the fact that a particular creative action would
have the result it would have vis-a-vis (M) will be known by God prevoli-
tionally.

So far, so good? I think not. For problems appear for the Maverick when
we ask about Vi. Is this creative act of will to be thought of as an (M)-action
or a —(M)-action?

Suppose it is an (M)-action. This means that God knew prior to any
creative action on his part that, were he to perform Vi, (M) would be true.
That is,

(iv) (Vi ---> WI)

is prevolitional. But (r9) entails

(20) [p ]p2

So, (2o) would be prevolitional as well. But, of course, the Maverick cannot
accede to this, for (20) simply is (M), and the very essence of the Maverick's
position is the claim that the truth of (M) is up to God. So it looks as though
the Maverick must deny that Vi is an (M)-action.

Could Vi be a —(M)-action? If it were, then

,53"Vi —> Wi)

would be true prevolitionally. Now, it seems to me that even the Maverick,
being a Molinist, would agree that, if it weren't the case that WI would be
actual were God to bring about Vi , then if God were to bring about ZM/
some world other than [M"would be actual. Even the Maverick, then, would
agree that

The Molinist Account of Providence

(22) ( —C"]p- ,[p"—C

Now, (21) and (22) entail

,67- [p"17",[p"—C

So (23) would be prevolitional as well. But (23) in turn entails

,68- [N"00B"0"]N"/

which means that (24) is also a prevolitional truth. Surely, though, the Mav-
erick would grant that (24) entails

,69- —,[p"—C"]5-0

and hence would be committed to saying that (25) is prevolitional too. But
(25), note, just is (12), the very proposition which the Maverick has been
insisting is uv{"prevolitional. So it looks as though the Maverick cannot say
that ZM"is a —(M)-action either.

What follows, it seems to me, is that the Maverick's position is not a
coherent one for a Molinist to assume. The Maverick, as we saw, has to say
that any creative act of will which God might perform is either an (M)-action
or a —(M)-action. But if Vi is an (M)-action, then (M) turns out to be
prevolitional, which the Maverick denies; on the other hand, if ZM"is a ...

 then — (M) turns out to be prevolitional, which the Maverick also
denies. What, then, is the Maverick to say? That [p"is not a possible creative
act of will? But this course also is not open, for we began by assuming that
(M) is a counterfactual of world-actualization, which means that we began by
assuming that ZM"is indeed a creative act of will within God's power. The
Maverick, I think, has been corralled; the clear-thinking Molinist will insist
that counterfactuals of world-actualization are not under God's control.

It is perhaps worth noting, though, that there is a position superficially
similar to Maverick Molinism which most any Molinist would probably ac-
cept. Suppose some counterfactual of creaturely freedom (C A) is in fact
true. Could there be some complete creative action on God's part ZM"such
that [Vi —> —(C —> A)]? The answer, I think, is yes. Suppose, for example,
that Vi includes all of the following:

Kti"uwtrnxjx"sty"yt"it"_"nk"X"kwjjq•"itjx"A ns"G1
X"nx"kwjj"ns"G1
Kti"itjx"]1
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If [p"includes all of these states of affairs, then it seems clear to me that it
would presuppose the truth of —(C F-2"Since [p"would thus entail
—,H"—› F-0"it would of course be the case that b[p"111C"—,H"111C"F-d"would
be not only true, but prevolitional as well. But does this mean that
—(C F-"would also have to be prevolitionally true? I don't think so. Why
couldn't it be the case that

+59, aZo"000B"—+G E,c

and

+5:, G"000B"E

were both prevolitionally true? Of course, if they were both prevolitional, it
would follow that

(28) —

is prevolitional as well. But why should that bother us? It doesn't entail that
God has any power over counterfactuals of creaturely freedom, for, though
it does grant that some such counterfactuals which are in fact true would have
been false had God acted in a certain way, it also says that God didn't in fact
have the power to act in that way. Should the Molinist be reluctant to agree
that there hyl"some complete creative actions that God lacks the power to
perform? I can't see why. For complete creative actions are indeed very com-
plex critters, ones which (as the example above suggests) may well presuppose
the truth of certain counterfactuals of creaturely freedom. Since those coun-
terfactuals may or may not be true, and since their truth is not under God's
control, it follows that a complete creative action may or may not be such
that God can perform it.

As I see it, then, the Molinist can, and probably should, concede that some
counterfactuals are such that, though true, they wouldn't have been true had
God acted in a certain way. But this is not to endorse Maverick Molinism.
Maverick Molinism holds that the counterfactuals which are thus counterfac-
tually related to what God does are uv{"prevolitionally true, and hence hyl
under God's control. The position we have just been examining, however,
says that the counterfactuals which are counterfactually related to what God
does hyl"prevolitionally true, and thus are uv{"under God's control. So the
tenability of this position should not remove our confidence in the conclusion
we reached that Maverick Molinism is an untenable stance.

To. Conclusion

As we saw in Chapter 1, an orthodox Christian has good reason to want
to hold on to both the traditional notion of divine providence and the lib-
ertarian analysis of freedom. The Molinist picture of providence presented in
this chapter clearly offers one way of doing so. But is Molinism the vusy"way
for the Christian? Do we, as Molina implies in the quotation with which we
began this chapter, "wander about precariously" if we attempt to remain
orthodox Christians while denying middle knowledge? Or are there alterna-
tive pictures of providence available which any Christian ought to find equal
or superior to the Molinist account? These are the questions to which we
shall turn in the next chapter.


